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Some minimum distance problems in Hillbert space are be transformed into 
associated matrix optimization problems, which in their turn are studied using Schur 
parametrization of nonnegative Hermitian block matrices. This enables a clear gee- 
metrical insight into the structure of the feasible region and a complete description of 
the set of all solutions. 
1. INTRO KIN 
minimum distunce problems in 
ms seems to have wcurred for the first 
sMem WPY dealt with by 
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a complete description of all solutions to the minimum distance problems 
considered. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we state the minimum 
distance problems in Hilbert space and derive the associated matrix opti- 
mization problems. In Section 3 we summarize some facts on Schur 
parametrization of nonnegative Hermitian block matrices. Finally, in Section 
4, which is the central one in this paper, we study the corresponding matrix 
optimization problems. 
2. SOME MINIMUM DISTANCE PROBLEMS IN HILBERT SPACE 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product ( a, - ), and let p be 
a positive integer. Let us denote by HP the Cartesian product of H with 
itself p times, i.e., HP is the set of all (column) vectors 
wjth X”hz H, j E:. (1,2,...,p}. 
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Qkin and Pukelsheim [l4] studied the following 
P~~~~~~ (PI. 
ces, and let 
Let ZI1 and I& be nonnegative Hermitian p X p matri- 
&q(+H2p: 
Y 
(X,Xj=Zll,(Y,Yj=222 . 1 
Determine 
inf /X - Y[l. 
x 
( 1 Y 
EB 
For each complex p X p matrix B we set 
A well-known result due to Kolmogorov [lk] shows that there exist vectors 
X,Y belonging to HP such that 
(KK)) = w9 
if and only if Z:(B) belongs to the set ‘“n& of all nonnegative Hermitian 
p X Bp ~~t~~~s~ Henm, in view of (11, Problem (P) can be formulated as 
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DEFINrriON 1. Let n be a positive integer. Then a proper subset E of 
0% 1 ,...,?2)X(OJ,..., n) is called admissible if it has the following two 
properties: 
(b) Ifj~(O,1,...,~-4.1), then (j,jcl) 
For arbitrary positive integers q and rs let 
complex q X r matrices. 
PaoeLeM (R). t n be a psitive inte let p,,p,,. l -3 p, be 
positive integers. me 2,,E%Rt and pI where p:=po4- 
Pi+ l l l + p,,. Furtherrnwe, let &’ be an a et of (O,l,...,n)X 
@,l , . . . , n}, and let O$ ‘1 E !IRPjx,,, (j, k) E 8, be given. 
Denote by 2 the set of all p X p matrices B = (Brm)~SnB=u with bhwks 
,,1 E !DIJj,xa , r, m E (0, 1,. . . , n) such that the identities Bjk = a$ ‘! (j, k) 
E, are sati&ed. Moreover, let 
be nonempty. 
Then determine 
inf (IX - Y 11, 
( 1 
; EB 
where ~:=(ZEH2p:(ZIZ)=Z(B)with some BE-~}. 
Observe that LB’ z 0 if and only if -8 z 0 (cf. [ 111). Condition (a) of 
Definition P ensures that the situation 2 z 0 can be described clearly. This 
will be illustrated in the following. For u E {1,2} let 
c,, = (cp); k =. 
be the block partitiiir! of IZ,, into blocks u::) E BPjxPt, j, k E {O,L. - ., n), 
and let 
K”:= &) n ( ) r(j) ._ rm r,m=j’ 422 *- ( ) g(2) j rm r,m=O’ 9 +qO,9,...,t2). 
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Furthermore, for d j, k 1 E E, put 
where 
It is known kompare e.g. 121 or [$]I that 2 + 0 if and only if the matrices 
VSk’, (j, k) E E, are nonnegative Hermitian. Let 
( n-l if (n,n)eE, r* := n if (n,n) EE, 
and let 
~~:=min(kE{O,l,..., n):(j,k)E&), j E (O,l,...,r,}. (4 
Then it becomes obvious that Z’f 0 if and only if the matrices Il(j*“Q), 
j E (0, 1,. . . , r * }, are nonnegative Hermitian. 
Now we formulate the matrical version of Problem (RI. 
PROBLEM (R’). Let the assumptions of Problem (R) be satisfied. Then: 
(a) Determine 
(b) Desctibe the set 
supremum is attained. 
Setting 
sup Retr B. 
BE?? 
of all matrices B belonging to Z’ for which the 
@.F:=(jE(O,l,..., n):(j,j)E&). 
j-:= (4” pJ,...,vrq :(j,j) 
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for B E T? we have 
RetrB=Re = C Retru$*“+ C RetrBjl. 
jE/ jE&” 
Clearly, F = 0, then 
for each 33 E T?, and Theorem I 191 dc~~“r&us GM: \v# rem I 
below). Therefore in the following we sup 
&+P% 0. W 
Then we see 
sup RetrB= c Retro$“+ SUP c RehBjj* 
BEt? jef BE$jE/” 
(7) 
Condition (b) in Definition I ensures that Schur parametrization of nonnega- 
tive Hermitian matrices can be used in order to treat Problem (R’). This 
method, developed in [9], will be described in Section 3. 
It should be remarked that the Problems (PI and (R) have a probabilistic 
backgrorrnd. If H = L&a, %?I, P,C), where (0, ?I, 9) is a probability apace, 
then Problem (P! means the constr;Lction of p-dimensional random vectors X 
and Y with zero expectation and given covariance matrices Z1t and Sza, 
respectively, such that the &-distance between X and Y is minimal (cf. [14, 
61). Problem (P) contains additional constraints with respect to the covariance 
between X and Y. 
To illustrate Problem (R) we give two examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n = 1. Assume 
, where Yj E HPj, j E {C&l}. 
Let Z,,E%@~, Z,,E!?~:, and XC%! 
POXP 
be such that the matrix 
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is nonnegative Hermitian. Here by S,, we mean the p, X p, block in the 
upper left comer of 8,. Then the problem 
min 11X - Yll, 
X 
( 1 Y 
e&f 
where 
EXAMPLE: 2. Let n be a positive inte 0bviously, then & := t( j, k 1: 
j E{O,l,..., n), kE{j+I,_i+%,..., n)) is an admissibie subset of (0,1,. . . , n) 
x(0,1,..., nl. Let sp %p,xpk’ ~~+~+~.k+~+~ em,,, for j,k ~~OJ,...d 
and let $+n+l,k E hpjxp,, (j,k)E&, be such that by setting Q,~.+“+~ :‘-- 
si*+,+ I,kr (j, k) E E, the matrices 
S’““= ( ~jli)~:;E”m, mE{O,l,.*., n+l}, 
are nonnegative Hermitian. 
Let the vectors X and Y belonging to PIP be partitioned in the form 
I 
&I 
Y 
y, 
, = . . 
iin 
where Xj and Yj belong to Wj, j E (0, 1, . . . , n}. Then the problem 
min 11X - Y 11, 
( 1 
; E& 
112 
where 
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&? := 
{( 1 
; :XEHP,YEHP,(X,X)=S(0),(Y,Y)=S(n+l), 
fyj> xk) = ‘j+n+l,k, (j,k) Eg}> 
can also be considered as a special case of (2). It describes the situation 
where in the minimum distance problem the covariances in a so-called block 
band with bandwidth n are given. [The given blocks sjk, (j, k) E {(I, m) E 
{a 1 ,..., 2n+l}~{O,l,..., 2n+l), II-ml<n}, form a “band’ of 2n+I 
block diagonals surrounding the block diagonal of the covariance matrix 
((Wb 
3. ON SCHUR PARAMETRIZATION 
OF NONNEGATIVE HERMITIAN MATRICES 
Tbr~~~hout his section, let 9 and r be positive integers. We start with 
some notation. If A and B are Hermitian 9 X 9 matrices, the L6wner 
semiordering A 2 B means that A - B is nonnega.tive Hermitian. Further- 
more, we shall write A > B if A - R is positive Hermitian. 
Let us denote by Kox, the set of all complex contractive 9 X r matrices, 
i.e. we put 
K ,lxr:=(XE!l@clxr:I-xx*~O), 
where I is the unit matrix (of order 9). For given matrices N E Ncl,+ 
!l&+ the set 
$?(M;A,B) =-=(XE%!,,~,:X=~%¶-+AK~~, KEK,,,) 
is called the closed matrix ball with center M, left semiradius A, and right 
semiradius B. 
Let the Moore-Penrose inverse of a complex 9 X r matrix C be denoted 
by C+. Then we note that r E .Q(M; A, B) if and only if K := A+(X - M)B+ 
and satisfies the equation X = M + AD. 
n order to summarize the Schur analysis of nonnegative Hermitian block 
out iri [S], ii is nce‘es~~ry to i~t~~d~c~ rtber notation. Let 
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m be a positive integer. Furthermore, let 90, 91,. . . , 9m be positive integers. 
For j, k E (0, 1,. . . , ml, let Cjk be complex 9j X 9k matrices such that E := 
(Cj&TkZo is Hermitian. For k E {1,2.. *, m} and j E (0, 1,. . . , k - l}, we 
define 
bkj := 
k j+ 1-j 
C j+Z,i 
. 
. 
. 
‘kj 
, ‘_ik ‘= 
C ik 
C j+l,k 
* 
* 
. 
ck-l,k 
Denote 
j E {U...,m}, 
k E(2,3 ,..., m}, 
kE{j,j+l,..., m), 
jE{O,l,..., k -21, 
Lkj’=c&k-c~~+~,kE~~~,k-~cj+~,k, k E{l,Z ,..., m}, jE{-1,O ,..., k-2), 
. 
Rkj ‘= Cjj -bk*-l.jE~l.k-lbk-l.j. k e (z,&..., m+l}, jE(O,l,..., k-2}, 
and 
Mk.k-l := ‘q&r-1’ k E{1,2 ,..., m}, 
L&J-l:=Ckk, fik+@=Ckk> kE(O,l,..., m}, 
where O,, x qk - , is the null matrix with qk rows and 91, _ I columns. 
REMARK 1. For k E (O,l,. . . ,m} and j E (0, 1,. . . , k - l}, the matrices 
Mkj, Lkj, and Rkj are determined eXa& by the lTMhh33S 
C ill)' (u,~)E{j,j+l,...,k}x{j,j+l,..., k}\{(k,j),(j,k)}. 
The basis of Schur parametrization of nonnegative Hermitian matrices is 
the following theorem proved in [9, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) E z 0. 
(ii) FOG each j E (0, 1, . . . , m}, one has Cjj 3 0 and 
C j.j-r E R(Mj,j-r ; L~(for9 Rjr’j”_,)> r E (1,2,..., j). 
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(iii) For each jE{O,l,..., 
j EUA..., 
m) one has Ci+ 0, and for evey choice of 
m) andrE{1,2 ,..., j}, thematies 
Kj,j-r ‘= ( L~$L)+(cJ,j-r - Mj, j-r)( R:lie_r) + 
c. hi-r = Mj,j-, j,j-r j,j-rRj$r* + L1'2 K (8) 
Assume E 2 0. According to Theorem 1, the array 
Km 
ho K21 
. . 
. . 
L Km1 l *** K$,m-1 
(9) 
and the diagonal blocks COO,&..., C,;8w prwide a ii111 description of E via 
(8). The array (9) is called the triangular choice scheme (TCS) corresponding 
to E. It consists of amtractive matrices, the su-called Schur parameters of E. 
In a stochastic context, i.e. if e is interpreted as a covariance matrix, these 
Schur pxameters can be considered as generalizations of partial correlation 
coefficients (cf. [IOJh We remark that Constantinescu [4] constructed a 
triangular array of eon&actions, different &om (91, which together with all 
des a Ml description of an arbitrarily given 
x (compare also [2]). 
fSr lat8r use we formulate recurrent formulas for the semiradii 
PROF~SITION 1. Suppose E 30. Let the TCS curresponding to E be 
dhotedbg(KP)Ork<f~m. Letk~(1,2,...,m)andj~(4l,....k-l~.Then 
and 
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We finish this section with some usell determinant formulas which are 
proved in [Q, Lemma 31. 
LEMMA 1. IatuE{O,l,..., m} andkE(u,u+l,..., m). Then 
det Euk = fi det Rk+l,f = fi det Lj,U_l. 
j==u j-u 
(10) 
4. THE SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS (P’) AND (R’) 
BY qxp we denote the set of all unitary p X p matrices. 
LEMMAS. IdAbeacomplexpXpmatrix.l%en: 
(al One has 
sup Retr( AK) = sup Retr(AU) =tr[(AA*)“‘], (11) 
K-,X, u E Tpxp 
where the suprema are attained. 
(b) L&t K E Mpxp. l%en 
Retr( AK) = b[( AA*)‘/4] 
4fandonly4f 
AK = (AA*)‘“. 
Inpa&c&r,thematriX 
K. :r A*[ ( AA*)‘/o] + (12) 
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(c) If A is nominguiar, then M, is unitary end the szcpremu in (11) are 
attained only for K,. 
Proof. As the sets adPXP and UPXP are compact subsets of %JIPXP, the 
two suprema in (11) are attained. Assume that the matrix K, belonging to 
IF6 pX p satisfies 
Re tr( AK,) = sup Re tr( AK). 
K E $qJ 
With the method used by von Neumann in the proof of Lemma 7 in [13], one 
attains that AK, is nonnegative Hermitian. Hence, (AK,j2 = AK,K ?A* < 
AA*. In view of a theorem due to Liiwner (see [I23 or [5]) we get 
AK, < ( ALI*)I’~ (13) 
and therefore 
sup Retr(AK) < tr[(AA*)1’2]. 
K E &IX, 
According to the polar decomposition of A, there exists a unitary p x p 
matrix U,, such that AU,, = (AA*)‘i2. Hence, (a) is verified. 
Applying [8, Satz 2.41 from (13) and 
tr( AK,) = sup Retr(AK) = tr[(AA*)““], 
K E $X,, 
we can conclude 
AK, = ( AA*)1’2. (14) 
Conversely, if the matrix K 1, fulfills (14), then Re &AK 1) = t&4A*)‘/2]. 
The matrix K, defined by (12) satisfies 
Consequently, K, belongs to DdPXP. Moreover, we have AK, = 
AA*[(AA*Y’21’ = (AA*Y’2. Thus, (b) Is also prow& 
inally, Cc) is an immediate consequence of(b). 
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REMARK 2. Using well-hown properties of Moore-Penrose inverses, 
one can easily see that K, defined in (12) can also be written in the forms 
Ko = A+(M*)~‘~ = [(A*/\)~I~]+A* = (A*A)~/~A+. 
Moreover, one can easily show 
tr[( AA*)“2] = tr[ ( A*A)1’2]. 
By S'(A) and &A) we denote the column space and the null space of a 
complex p X 9 matrix A, respectively. 
LEWIA 3. Let A and B be nonnegative Hermitian p X p m&rices. Then: 
(a) One has 
sup Retr( AKB) = sup Retr(AUB) = ~~[(AB~A)““], (15) 
K E K,x,, u E -$pxp 
where the supremu are attained. 
(b) Let K E Kpxp. Then 
Retr(AKB)= tr[(AB2A)'"] 
if and only if 
In particular, the matrix 
K, := [(AB~A)"'] +AB 
(16) 
b&ngs to II6 p xP and satisfies 
K,BA =( AB2~)1'2. 
(c) Suppose .%'(A)= 9( B), and let K be a matrix belonging to l$,xP 
such that (16) is satisfied. Then 
AKB= A[(AB2A)li2]+AB2. 
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If 
of. For K E Kpxp, we have 
)*] =Retr(BK*A) = Retr(A&K*). 
Thus the application of Lemma 2 completes the proof of parts (a), (b), and (d) 
of the assertion. It remains to show (c). 
Let KE&)q, and let (16) be fulfilled. From (b) then 
ABK* = (mA)* ‘;‘ (di$9A)1’2 
follows. Furthermore, we see that 
K=K,+K, 
= 0, i.e., each column of K: belongs to 
(B). Then N(A) and erefore B”K f = 0 . 
, we have Jt*‘(B”)= ence, , B = 0. Finally, we 
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(b) Lzt 6, E 8. Then 
RetrC, = sup RetrC 
CEG 
if and only if the; 6 exists a matrix K belonging to K, ,+ such that 6, = 
s;~2Ks;(2 and 
In particular, the supremum in (18) is attained by the matrix 
which belongs to 4. 
C. Ay. 
then the ~~rern~rn i (18) is attained&r CO 
Proof. Theorem 1 provides 
~~nse~uent~y~ for each C E &, we have C = ~~~zK~~i/2 with some matrix K 
p X P. The a~~~icati~n of mma 3 completes the proof. 
ark 3 one can immediately deri other expressions for C,. 
be mentioned that suppusing (Z522) c LZ(Z: 12), Olkin and 
a Thc~r~rn 41 obtained Theorem 2 with the aid of duality 
c)w we turn our ~tte~t~~n of 7. We use the notation given in 
In ~~~i~~~~~, we reca’tl that the SC& #’ and #” are 
and 
~j+rl+ I,k := 
.I9 9 Ck,j+n+ * ‘= 
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Then 
sup RetrB= z off,‘) + C (RetrMj+n+l,j 
BE2 .KF _iEF 
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Recall that we supposed S,, 3 0 and 2, z 0. Moreover, in Section 2 we 
observed that 8 if 0 if and only if all matrices Zcj*mj), j E (0, 1 ,-d-*1, an3 
netmeg tive Hermitian. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that f’ is empty or contuins only one e&m&. 
Assume that the mutrices &, &, and C(j*“.f), j E (41,. . . , r *}, are positive 
Hermitian. Then there exists a unique matrix B* E t? such that 
RetrB, = sup RetrB. (241 
BE# 
‘9 a. Define Cjk as in (19) and (201. According to 
+I.k&_O be a matrix belonging to 18 and 
Cn+l :=Cj$n+l,kr f,k E(OJ,...,n), we get 
r*). Therefbre, fbr j E(O,l,...,r*), 
ma 1 it fdEows that Rj+,+x.k > 0 and &q-l > 0, 
k~{md’m~+~,...,j~n~~}.~~m(9)andDefinition1weknawm~~f+1, 
f ~COJ,..., t}. In particukr~ we have Rtr*n+l,k >O, k ~(1,2,.,.,n), and 
n - II). Analogously, &om Eo, - G 11 > 0 and 
R,+lso > 0 and LEn+,,n > 0. 
rem 3 we see that Equation (22) has the 
) be 
with K, = Kj@. 
defined by (2). 
KY), where we 
1 (with respect 
,.,~,2n+l}. Conse- 
k E (O,l,,..,j -I), and 
ion we have either 
ermn and I. O&in, An extremd pmob~em h pssitive definite matrices, 
Mnear and ~~~~f~f~ea~ A bra 6:2574X32 (197S). 
2 G. Amme, 2. Cewqescu d T. Constantinescu, Schur analysis of some ample- 
&$. 1092-36 &388). 
and D. C. 
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